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Overview
It is an open secret that brands invest significant revenue to nurture loyal customers (research shows
over 75% of brands invest more than 3% of total revenue)— after all, a 5% increase in customer retention
can increase a company’s profitability by 75 percent. Today more companies than ever have loyalty
programs, estimated to be growing at 10% a year.
But there is another elusive type of customer that brands vie for even more - the advocate.
The term ‘customer advocacy’ should make brands lean in with rapt attention. They are the people who
evangelize your brand to their family, friends, and colleagues. Customer advocates contribute to a higher
Customer Lifetime Value, improving brand awareness, and they uplift your revenue when they share the
incredible experiences they had with your brand.
Sound familiar? You might be wondering — aren’t all loyalty programs supposed to be driving higher sales
and boosting brand affinity through positive reviews and word of mouth marketing?
In an ideal world, the answer is ‘yes’. A strong loyalty program must also drive customer advocacy. Even
though there are more loyalty programs now, the number of customers who actively participate in them
continues to remain at only about 45%, highlighting that there is scope for improvement in most
programs.
Overwhelming evidence shows that Customer Expectations have changed in the last decade or so.

Customers’ behavior and purchase journeys have become increasingly complex and non-linear, but
unfortunately retailers are still stuck with a one-dimensional view of customer loyalty. According to
research, 96% of loyalty programs rely on transactional rewards, but 75% of transaction-based programs
fail in the first two years5.
The harsh truth is the loyalty programs from the by-gone era simply don’t cut it anymore. To go beyond
discounts and points, brands need to reward loyal members with memorable experiences. This creates an
emotional loyalty to your brand far more often.
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Examples of Experiential Loyalty
French Multinational Retailer
Although the beauty retailer began as a simple
points-based loyalty program, it has now expanded to
a community that motivates members to share
tutorials, and engage with other makeup enthusiasts
and professionals. Company’s mobile app even uses

augmented reality so members can virtually test
products on themselves. Retailer offers free samples
of beauty products to loyalty members of all tiers,
which strengthens their own loyalty program while
promoting other brands. But perhaps the best aspect
of retailer’s experiential loyalty program? For highertiered members, they offer one-on-one makeup
consultations with professionals.

mountain climbing or excursions.
Japanese Multinational Conglomerate
Company uses their ultimate Rewards and
Show Stoppers rewards program to take
their CX to next level. These rewards are
larger than life experiences that allow
customers to use their points to bid on
various exclusive experiences, from
Hollywood premieres, to sporting events, to
sold-out concerts. They allows their
customers a shot at making their dreams
come true— if they bid the highest! This
added level of gamification empowers the

consumer to define their own value of an
experience. All these factors have set their
Loyalty Program a class apart.

Conclusion
Experiential loyalty really comes down to the fact that when you give customers a positive memorable
experience, by creating an exceptional feeling that keeps customers coming back for more. Experiential
loyalty programs should offer tailored unique rewards to make customers feel important. This can evoke

a much stronger and longer-lasting connection with your customer than transactional benefits— one that
gets them to relive their happiness with friends and loved ones, and turn into an advocate for your brand.
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